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Topocad

– an important link in
innovative AR technology

BIM & LoD
- what does it
mean?

Just relax and take it slow

A

t our user conference Topocad Live in January we tried to have the theme "slow".
Just to relax, eat healthier, chill a little bit.
I don’t know if we managed to do that. Eat healthier we managed. I heard that we (ie we Swedes) are
buying more and more vegetarian food. I, who live
in Hammarby Sjöstad, which is certainly Sweden's
vegetarian Mecca, cannot avoid noticing the veggie
trend when I go shopping. Or if I just go outside the
door.
At hotel Sigtunahöjden, where we had Topocad
Live, they are enthusiastic about veggie food, and to
chill, taking it easy. But we didn’t chill when we received headphones with brilliant green, red and blue
LED lights and danced to silent disco. It was superfun! A perfect advice for the party, silent disco. It
made it impossible to just relax and take it slow.
If you're going to have a party on the balcony, I can
recommend the silent disco.
Last night I was with a customer where they had
gathered a group of people to listen to me and my
experiences about BIM. Topocad and BIM. It also
led to an article in this magaZine. I like it when

customers ask me to visit them and talk about something. BIM for example, but it mustn’t be that.
I can talk about other things as well. Silent disco
maybe? I'm not so good in talking about veggie
food. Actually, quite bad, even if I like it. The veggie trend I mean.
I like BIM too. It happens a lot when you are working with it. Maybe we should create a new verb for
it? Bimming. If we start by saying it to each other
when we do some 3d in the CAD and add some metadata. "Well, I was bimming a bit today".
Adtollo's office is very close to Medborgarplatsen
in Södermalm, Stockholm. If you are travelling to
Sweden and visit Stockholm, you should come and
visit us! We can go to the square Medborgarplatsen
for some nice food and drinks, and just chill. We
can find an excuse for you to come to us. Perhaps a
training day in net adjustment or calculated sections,
something everyone just need to attend!
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For news and updates, follow Adtollo on Facebook at facebook.com/adtollo and
our Topocad user group on LinkedIn!
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take care and chill!
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Topocad 18
A new module for solids is just one of all news in the Topocad 18 and 18.1
versions released this year. Find out more about the latest releases!
Drawing

Topocad 18

with focus on BIM

When installing Topocad 18 you will
get a question if you want to migrate
the system files. You can do it right
away, or you wait and do it afterwards. You can also decide which
files you want to include.
Symbols can be scaled in 3D. You
can also zoom in 3D around an
object by holding down Shift when
you select the object. Then you can
use all 3D features.
When snapping you can select to use
handles on the center of the lines. It
is also possible to extrude solids and
select whether the handles should be
on or off.
It is possible to choose several
polygon point files with ranking.
Information about the project is included on every project which partly
is updated automatic and contains
attribute from coordinate systems
and metadata.
In the Layer manager, you can now
add all visible lines and symbols.
All surfaces are selectable, even
transparent. In the open dialog, you
can limit the number of viewable file
types for a better view. You can now
choose multiple dimensions and save
the 3D view you're working with.
Viewing point information in 3D is
a new feature which means that at
the setting where point information
is displayed as a certain percentage
of the screen, point information will
also viewable in 3D. You can now
move items to invisible layers. A
new search function in the layer manager facilitates and we have added
a north arrow in the drawing sheet/
view. In the Extend command, you
can specify a part of the polyline.

You can also stretch objects (only
in 2D) by holding down Ctrl when
stretching it.

The Civil planning module will have
a new menu and the possibility to
point out separate civil planning
macros.

separately in commands, attributes
are set and hardcoded (for survey
data). The ifc format can be exported
and there is a new mesh format with
textures.
The function Solid Recipe is a new
feature that creates solids on surfaces. Digitization from ESPA creates
3D objects directly in Topocad.
Read more about LoD on page 20!

Calculated sections

News in Topocad 18.1

Custom defined areas can be added to calculated sections without
changing the section template. Now
there is also support for solid models
(* .tsm) in custom defined terrain
layers. We have a new command to
create cross sections and profile from
objects in drawing.

Improved vectorization of point
clouds. Vectoring of point clouds
is first saved as meshes and these
can be saved to terrain models. This
makes it possible to create terrain models with negative sloping
surfaces. An improved feature for
filtering, among other things, scanning of tunnels where it is possible
to get rid of unwanted objects inside
the tunnel.
Point clouds can be transformed
using the Gtrans, Proj4 and the
Move command.
When you vectorize point clouds
you can choose between retaining or
not retaining vectorized objects.
Extended features in section management.
We introduce a new concept: attribute group, which makes it easy to
apply many attributes to different
objects. This can be applied in both
survey data and in the drawing.
Civil planning Module: When you
explode civil properties for storing
data to a database, attributes are
saved to the area's surface.
There is a new selection feature
where saved filters can be used on
the right-click menu.

Civil planning module

New module! Solids
Solids becomes module number 26
and all users with maintenance agreement who have or will buy the base
module (08) get this module for free.
The module has its own menu in the
program and contains all CAD commands that create and modify solids.
We introduce LoD as a concept. LoD
stands for Level of Details which
means detail level. Level 0 has the
lowest details and may display a
house as a cube, while Level 4 has
the most details and shows a house
with roof and windows.
LOD can be specified in macros and

Download the latest version at adtollo.com/en/download. Here you will also
find the new license manager 6.0 for those who have a network license.
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Topocad & BIM

Stake out from a BIM model
In this area there is plenty to develop, both in applications (mainly field computers) but also as a creator
of data, for designers who handles BIM-models. In
Topocad we have made automatic functions to create
polylines out of wire frame lines in solids. Of course,
you will be able to export these polylines into the field
computers. It is also possible to draw points on all kinds
of solids with the snapping command. There are no
roadline data in a solid and it can be hard to find the
middle of a cylinder. These are things which the designer needs to compliment in the design of the model.

BIM - what does it mean?
Volume calculation using BIM
BIM stands for Building Information Model/Modeling. BIM is known for
including a lot of information on every object in a model. Every object – what
does it mean? First, data is handled mainly in the ifc format (Industy Foundation Classes) which is a de facto industry standard. Ifc only contains objects
which are solids or 3D spaces. In other words, no points, lines nor polygons
that we usually see in a map. It means that objects are solids or possibly spaces. This provides us with a three-dimensional model and information which
creates a possibility for a fourth dimension, perhaps even a fifth dimension
like time and cost.

BIM is the same as solids, and solids are the same as
volumes. Therefore, BIM is cut out for volume calculation! In
Topocad, solids are used as a graphically result in a couple of
calculations. For example, a cross sectioning always creates
solids.
A new function in 18.1 is to use slopes between terrain models directly. In Topocad 18, there was a new way to calculate
volumes for civil properties with different layers, such as
wear layers, bearings, fibre cloth, reinforcement layers, and
just by clicking on the surface, solids are created.
Finally, we create lots of volumes easily by using solid
macros where you quickly create volumes and lengths by
clicking on objects.

Topocad and BIM
– import and export
Topocad imports both the ifc-format and
the City-GML which also maintains BIM data.
The format is read and creates solids or spaces
in the Topocad drawing. Metadata, the information, stays on the object. The export is made
to the same format, ifc and City-GML, and
metadata is created with help from attributes
which is then connected to the file. This data
is both global for the file and unique for each
object.
Something that every object needs is a ‘type’.
Type is for example slab, wall, window, column,
beam, surface, pile, pipe and so on. Unfortunately, the regalement for infrastructure model
data is not done yet, so an asphalt becomes
something different, like a slab or a surface.
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Survey with BIM
In Topocad we solve this by using calculation functions in the
code table. It even makes it easier to survey more with solids than
to survey a regular polyline. Select both materials and a product
code (for example AMA or CoClass) in the calculation function.
We have created calculation features for pipes, pillars, piles,
curbs and all types of
longitudinal profiles,
surfaces and cylinders.
For Topocad version
18.2, we develop special features to easily
measure houses as solids
according to LoD 1 and
LoD 2, and according to
the Swedish Geoprocess
standard.

Next phase within
BIM
The next phase within BIM
is called iBIM, ie an information model common to all parties
involved with access to it via a
server. It's not really until then
BIM gets really good. Adtollos
TC5D is a step towards this.
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User story
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Topocad

– an important link in
innovative AR technology
In advanced glasses, the real terrain and digital design
are simultaneously visible. It provides a more efficient
way of projecting, says Rikard Svall at 5D Consultants,
who developed the working method where Topocad
has an important role as information carrier.
By: Love Jansson

magine yourself walking
around in the terrain and at
the same time seeing the digital drawing, exactly in the same
place. It may sound like science
fiction but it is a reality that will
create completely new opportunities for the construction industry.
This according to Rikard Svall,
who is the surveyor manager at
5D Consultants.
- The designs are getting more
efficient, he says.

Digital and analogue
in one

The technology is based on AR,
augmented reality, where the visible
impression of the area is combined
with the digital base. The designer
walks around the terrain with a pair of
very advanced glasses and views the
designed area with fields, forests and
infrastructure. At the same time, the
drawing is projected in the glasses. In
one and the same view, the designer
sees both the digital and the real. All in
scale 1:1.
A kind of mirage. Hägring, mirage
in Swedish, is also the name of the
product that the company Bjorkstrom
Robotics has developed, and 5D Consultants were one of the first to invest
in the technology. In addition to the
glasses, the product consists of a computer that the user wears in a rucksack.
On the glasses, a GPS is mounted that
provides precise position.

Working method
links information

To work with the design of this
technology, 5D Consultants have
developed a working method in
which Topocad plays a particular
role. Rikard describes how the work
is done.
First, quality-assured data is
needed from a proper survey of the
area, by a total station or a scan. The
data is provided to a designer who
develops a BIM model of what is to
be built.
But it's not always the BIM model
considers the entire infrastructure, for
example, what is underground. Then
Rikard and his coworkers comple8

ment VA models and draw excavation
models. It is done in Topocad.
The next step is to export the
information from Topocad to Hägring
software. But a basis for design consisting only of polylines is not visible
enough in the glasses, they are too
thin. Therefore, they must be enlarged
and transformed into solids. It is also
done in Topocad where each polyline
becomes a solid. These are exported
to Hägring.
- Topocad is a tool for creating
models and solids and is necessary
for us to capture the information in
Hägring," says Rikard.
Topocad is a link between design
and being able to study it in the
reality. The combined experience of
digital and real reality can be spread
in different ways. On the backpack, a
screen can be mounted that displays
the same image as the user sees and
can be displayed to the project group
immediately behind. The images can
also be streamed in real time on a
YouTube channel to a construction
site elsewhere or stored in a USB.

Easier to make
decisions directly in
the field

Rikard points out several advantages of the advanced technology with
the glasses.
- Those involved in the project get
a better understanding of the model
when they see it in the area. As the
person moves, the solids in the area
follows and one can determine how
placements of objects match the reality. This makes it possible to make
decisions on-the-spot for changes
and to discuss if the items will get a
new location. Data that had not been
detected or observed at the computer
in the office.Working in the field
helps to prevent problems.
- It may have been a long time
since the survey was made and the
area has changed. A newly constructed cycle path or manhole means
that the design is not correct and
can delay production. Therefore, it
is important to evaluate whether the
design documentation is correct and

”Topocad is a
tool for creating
models and solids
and is necessary
for us to capture
the information in
Hägring”

if no new surveys are needed.
It saves time, says Rikard.
- Problems are prevented and the
schedule is kept because the documentation is verified based on what
it actually looks like in the area.
But it is not only in the design that
the technology can be used but also
at the start of production. It can also
be used for stake outs when lower
tolerances are accepted, a kind of
rough stake out.
Above all, the experience in the
field is the great profit, to be able
to study how the thought can be
realized appropriately to eliminate
obstacles and make the right decisions. BIM models are combined
with innovative technologies, and
Topocad has an important function
for linking the information flow.
A creative society where different
forms of technology work together
to facilitate and improve the construction process.
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User story

Standardized prototype drawings
provide more efficient flow for
Hovås Mätkonsult
By: Love Jansson

At Hovås Mätkonsult, one
has developed a standardized way of working,
controlled by the prototype drawings presented in
Topocad. This contributes
to the flow of information
in the projects, says Filippa
Christiansen.

A

bout five years ago, Hovås
Mät-Konsult decided to work
more productively in the projects. The company had grown and
opened a new office in Karlstad. They
already had an office in Uddevalla
and the head office was located in
Gothenburg. It was decided to review
how the information flowed in the
daily operations.
- At that time, we had a need to
achieve a standardized and efficient
workflow, says Filippa Christiansen,
office manager and mapping, surveying and GIS consultant.
With an extensive knowledge, the
company perform assignments for
municipalities and authorities, but
10

also for private individuals and other
services for the whole surveying area,
from survey to stake out, both regarding buildings and infrastructure.
Different basis and maps are provided
for the customer's needs, such as
management maps for parks. Now
they were looking for a smarter way
of working in the various projects.

Four prototype drawings
assure a high-quality
workflow
In practice, this meant using
Topocad's capacity in a more
thoughtful manner and as an internal
tool in the customer projects. An assurance for a high-quality workflow.
With a guidance of how to implement the projects, four typical
working methods were identified,
which were arranged into four
prototype drawings, accompanied
by related system files. The four
prototype drawings are site maps,
basic maps, maintenance maps
and project surveying. For each

prototype drawing, the layers have
been defined in Topocad. It has been
decided in advance which properties
the layers should have including
the correct code, line type, line size,
symbols and color. It forms the basis
of the project.
When a new project is started, the
Topocad prototype drawing opens in
conjunction with the task, whether it
is new building, basic map, maintenance or surveying. Filippa and her
coworkers do not need to take time
to think about which layers should
be included, whether the coding is
correct or considering other business
data. Everything is already ready and
available, as long as the correct code
has been used in the field.

Same basis for all
employees
The workflow to and from the
field becomes easier because all data
is in the correct layer. Filippa gives
an example. The object “manhole
of waste water” is coded and added
to the certain layer for manhole of

waste water. The code list is exported into a file to a field computer.
When the manhole of waste water
is surveyed and the survey data is
emptied from the instrument, the
information will automatically end
up in the correct layer in Topocad.
- Since all the properties, layers
and codes are ready from the start,
we use our method to create an
effective flow, from field to finished
map product.
Everyone at Hovås Mätkonsult
uses the same prototype drawings.
It gives several advantages, Filippa
says.
- When everyone works with the
same sub team and the same map
settings and codes, we get both a
higher quality and a more efficient
workflow. We don't have to adjust
properties and other things because
everything is predefined. We also
get a clearer order of the projects
and the map products become standardized no matter who did it.
Another advantage is that the project is no longer so tied to a person
as before.

- If one of us starts a project in
Uddevalla and becomes ill or obstructed, a staff member in Gothenburg can take over and continue. We
lose no time and can use our resources in a more productive manner.
Martin Widholm, a colleague of
Filippa, tells us that each prototype
drawing has its own form created
from Topocad's sheet template.
- It facilitates when we fill in
information about the property, map
type and similar data.
We don't need to create them, the
foundation is already completed in
the software.

Creating new codes when
needed
Overall, there is a similarity in
the work of the various prototype
drawings. The codes you use are
often national, such as the Swedish
model. But it's not like that for the
maintenance area. Therefore, Hovås
Mätkonsult have developed their
own codes.
- We have created our own codes

"Since all the properties,
layers and codes are
ready from the start, we
use our method to create
an effective flow, from
field to finished map
product"
for different care areas, such as
high-rise grass areas.
This is then used to determine
the size of the green area and, for
example, for a housing company to
be able to outlay the maintenance
work. When needed, they define
codes and complete prototype drawings with new information as new
prerequisites are launched.
Their working method with the
four general drawings has also
contributed to a clearer overview
of the projects. As a result, delivery
deadlines are kept in a better way. It
is of course important in an industry
where the market's thirst for GIS
data seems to be endless and fueled
by the national construction boom.
11
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Fast growing GeoDeal uses
Topocad for quality checks
The pace is high at the engineering company GeoDeal. To
achieve a good quality in data input from the field, Topocad is
used. It has become a daily routine at the company.

By: Love Jansson

T

here is a high pace in the
young company GeoDeal in
Stockholm. In October 2018,
the company turn three years old and
have expanded in record time. In
these three years, the company has
hired 13 employees and will soon be
14. The rapid economic growth is
one of the explanations.
- We are a result of the construction boom, says Frederick Håkansson, CEO. We have adapted to the
high work pace that exists, we have
learned to work fast with retained
quality.
GeoDeal performs assignments
within surveying for customers in
the construction industry. This is, for
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example, stake out, volume calculations and machine control. Surveys
are also being carried out for design
and various types of controls.
In addition to traditional technology with total station and GPS,
GeoDeal also works with laser
scanning and delivers models in 2D
and 3D. Most customers are in the
private sector.
At the company, Topocad is used
throughout the construction process,
from design to stake out and control,
and often the software becomes a
carrier of information. Survey data
from field surveying is imported into
Topocad, processed and new data is
exported to the instrument to mark

positions for different purposes.

Study of survey data
ensures quality
However, the software is not just a
gateway for incoming and outgoing data. Topocad is also a tool for
maintaining quality in surveying. An
important task in the daily life of the
company, where a new project follows another in a rapid pace.
- I study raw files daily from our
surveys. From our Trimble instrument, jxl format data is exported as I
enter Topocad into a survey data file.
Then I can examine exactly what
has been done in chronological order

"It is unusual how many file
formats Topocad can read"
Frederick Håkansson, CEO at GeoDeal
and study the survey, all angles and
lengths surveyed, the prism constant
used and other valuable details.
If errors occur during field work,
Frederick can detect them easily
before data is passed on.
- You may have used the wrong
prism constant when you have
done your station establishment
and you may have used the wrong
prism height in the survey. Often,
we use a two-meter prism bar and
if the technician has used a different height, I evaluate why and the
employee can motivate his or her
choice. All of this I capture during
the study.
In most cases, there are reasonable motivations for changing the
conditions.
- There may be objects in the way
of the survey that will change the
prism.
Frederick gives an example of a
working technician's workday.
- We perform on behalf of the
Swedish construction company NCC
several control surveys, for example

we survey daily if a retaining wall
moves. It must not move more than
five millimeters, if it does we have
to report it. Once the retained wall
moved more than the tolerance and
I had to react to it. To check if this
was true, I studied our technician's
survey file and it appeared that the
wrong prism constant had been used
in the establishment. The fact that a
survey error can occur between thousands of surveys is nothing strange.
If an error had occurred, Frederick
eliminated it immediately.
- In Topocad, I can change the
prism constant and make a recalculation so that the value is correct. If
the deviation is still too big, then it's
justified that I'm making an alarm.

Feeling safe with stored
survey data
Studying data this way has become a daily routine at the company.
- We always export our raw files
and save in the project folder that

everyone accesses.
There is also another side of the
study.
- All raw files are saved in chronological order. This means that we
can explain to the customer how we
worked, which prisms were used and
why we chose that angle or height.
Even though it is hardly ever happening, it is a safety that we can open
the files in Topocad and verify our
workflow and the values we have
studied.
Another advantage that Frederick
has of the software is the format
management.
- It is unusually how many file
formats Topocad can read. We have
many softwares to work with the
information we have received. I can
sometimes get files in a format that I
have never seen. But in Topocad, the
files are usually easy to open.
It is of course important in the
cooperation with customers and
suppliers so that information flows
easily in the projects in the fast
growing company.
13

ESPA & Topocad

LoD in Topocad

Survey solids in ESPA and
import them to Topocad!

How detailed should an object be?

From Topocad 18, it is possible to
survey solids in ESPA and to import
them to Topocad.
We look at the picture to the right and see what is
surveyed in ESPA and is what imported into Topocad, which means if your survey is correct, you will
get a good result.
If the result is not as intended, the best way is to
redo the survey in ESPA. Alternatively, it is possible to simplify the survey and lower the LoD level
of the most difficult objects to survey.
In Topocad you may set the z-level to reduce the
solid. This is done in the ESPA settings from the
system settings or in the ESPA menu.
There is also a possibility to enter the LoD level
and add attributes to the objects.

Level of details, LoD, is a new
concept that comes widely to
our industry. We see the name
in the Swedish Geoprocess
standard, it’s a general term
regarding BIM data in the
form of solids.

EspaCity is a well-known system from ESPA
Systems in Finland that you can use for stereo
photogrammetry.

The link between Topocad and EspaCity is functioning in two directions and contains features for
digitized objects made in EspaCity to import directly
into Topocad.
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LoD is referred to in steps 0-4
alternatively, using 0, 100, 200, 300,
350 and 400 but in "our" world, we
use 0-4. The degree of detail simply
indicates how detailed we describe
an object, starting from two dimensions to three dimensions. Thus LoD
0 is a 2D, or “2.5D” (that is, where
there is 2D data and a height, but
not several height positions). LoD 1
generally describes a house as a cube
in 2D data with two heights. LoD 2
has more details such as roof, LoD
3 is even more specific with maybe
a bay window and finally LoD4 has
information about the inside.
In Topocad we use LoD from version 18. You can specify the general
level of detail in the Project Settings,
directly in the drawing or directly on
the object. The drawing settings are
used as a filter to show only those
objects that have the degree of detail
you specify.

The degree of detail can also be used
in the filter function.

Why LoD?
There is a way to show different level of details depending on the objects different needs. For some data
products it is sufficient to use 2D
data, or “2.5D”. For example, in a
map or even in a landscape model
with a large extent where volume
information does not fit. When we
begin to create city models, we
need to use more detailed information and information in 3D. At least
LoD1 is needed to present a city. If
we are in a civil planning project, a
3D detailed development plan, or a
new road, we need to show the information with even greater detail.
Then LoD2 is needed, where we
show the exact shape of the roof,
or on a road we also show slopes,
sidewalks, refuges, roundabouts.
In LoD3 and LoD4 we begin to
get very close to reality, maybe
the level needed to sell a project to
buyers in a house building project
or show a complete infrastructure
with lighting posts, plants, trees,
and more.

LoD - not only for
design
Med Topocad 18 kan vi enkelt mäta
With Topocad 18 we can easily survey the level of detail and for later
versions of 18, we will expand the
functionality to survey volumes according to different LoD levels. For
example, surveying a house in LoD
1 or 2 by surveying three points on
the wall corner and then one or two
points to create a height = volume. If
we are to create basis for models, the
reality also needs to consist of volumes and thus surveying according
to some of the detailing levels. With
Topocad we make it easy to survey
volumes, maybe even easier than
surveying a two-dimensional map!

Swedsib Geo process
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Augmented reality
"The most concrete thing is that we will stop looking down on our screen and
instead lifting our eyes and interact with"screens" in completely different formats. We may not even be aware of the technology"

The new interface is spelled

AR

"AR provides a precision in the interpretation of data that we can never get through a 2D display"

F

orget your smartphone.
Augmented reality will
provide us with completely new interfaces to interact
with technology. It reinforces our
minds and becomes an extension
of ourselves, rather than a new
technique that we need to learn.
Charlotte Mattfolk is an expert
on AR. When we meet her, she
lectures on the subject, and has
recently returned from several
international fairs within the AR
area.

What practical uses are
available for AR?
To give a clearer picture, Charlotte
gives examples in three areas:
- AR as a guide: AR will guide us
right when we drive a car, searching
for a person, an address or a product
in store. Today, the brain needs to
translate the interpretation of a map,
AR will give us precise instructions
with very high precision, tells Charlotte and continues:
- AR for identification: AR will
help us to quickly find out how,
where and from whom a product was
produced and handled throughout
the whole value chain. It is a huge
opportunity to increase its credibility
in sustainability, but will also immediately demands a change.
Consumers can use their power in

a completely new way.
- AR for education: AR in combination with VR (virtual reality)
will enable you to learn things by
experiencing the situation yourself.
We will be able to visit historical
sites, experience war or a surgical
procedure.

will not necessarily be able to differentiate between a real experience and an AR experience.

How do you think AR will
change our everyday life?
- The most concrete thing is that
we will stop looking down on our
screen and instead lifting our eyes
and interacting with "screens"
in completely different formats,
where we may not even be aware
of the technology.
Charlotte tells that US strategy
professor Michael Porter estimates that AR will have as much
influence as the development of the
internet. The reason for this is that
AR connects Internet of Things,
the Internet and our minds in a
way that drastically increases our
productivity and efficiency.
AR will awaken a variety of
philosophical questions about what
we want to experience and what
we can experience. It will be able
to leave so strong memories in us
that we will need to create filters
and ways to choose what we want
to refrain from. The brain and body

About Charlotte
Charlotte Mattfolk, CEO of Cartina,
is passionately interested in how new
technologies can affect companies
and industries.
What is your favorite destination?
"I always long for countries where
the weather is hot! Like Asia or
Brazil. Love Paris too.

What is your best series?
- The Swedish serie Ms. Friman's
war I think is amazing. Would you
like some inspiration for new technologies? See Black Mirror and Mr.
Robot!

What is augmented reality?
Augmented reality (AR) can be described as a combination of reality and a visual layer of data. To be called
augmented reality, three things must be fulfilled: the sense of mind must come from the reality and the digital
at the same time. The two worlds should match each other geometrically, and finally, it should happen in real
time.
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In every issue we welcome our readers to get an inside view of how it is working here
at Adtollo and how our everyday life is. This time we meet Nicklas Lundström,
a Topocad seller for 10 years.

system. He thought the mapping
industry was interesting and when he
was hired he felt lucky.

How would you describe the atmosphere
at the office?

Adtollo
Inside
Story
- Get to know
Nicklas Lundström,
Topocad seller at Adtollo
Nicklas Lundström
Work as: Topocad seller
Born: 1970
Employed at Adtollo since: March 2008
Backstory: When Nicklas was young he
worked as a professional dancer. After his
dancing career he’s been working almost
exclusively as a seller for different CAD
software systems, like for example Cadett.

E

verybody at Adtollo works
in an open office landscap,
except Nicklas. However,
his door is almost always open and
every day, the rest of us can hear him
talking and making jokes with the
costumers.
- It is a great difference to work as
a seller here at Adtollo compared to
other companies. 99% of the costu18

mers already know what Topocad
is before they buy it. It is not about
selling things to people they don’t
really want or need just to make
money. In my opinion most of the
costumers are very friendly and we
have a personal dialogue.
Earlier, Nicklas worked at Cadett
where he sold a CAD software system for electricity scheme construc-

tion with AutoCAD as a basis. The
costumers where mostly electrical
engineers who build escalators and
similar. Nicklas was never fully
satisfied working there so when he
saw that Adtollo searched for people
he sent in an application.
- I had a knowledge in CAD and
wanted to work at a company where
they develop their own software

- We are like a big family here. The
main cause for me staying in the
same place for this long is that I
like my colleagues so much. No one
needs to feel insecure to talk about a
specific subject or anything like that.
Also, a big plus is that we have a lot
of fun together!

How would you describe an ordinary day
at work?
- The biggest part of our communication with the customers is done
on email. I go through the leads and
contact people who are evaluating
the software using a try-out license.
Sometimes they need help, or are
interested to learn more about the
product. I want them to be able to
explore all the functions in Topocad.
Either I send them training materials
or help them on the phone or by
mail. Because of this all our customers know exactly what they buy if
they decide to do so.
Nicklas does not only work as a
seller. Sometimes it is almost more
support and education. Last year, he
trained future survey engineers at
Luleå School of Economics. It turned out Nicklas was recommended
to the responsible of the education
in Luleå due to his earlier training of
students at Motala Collage. Nicklas
was contacted and asked if he
wanted to come to Luleå as well, and
do the same thing for their students.
The education was completely new,
it was a small class and the students
were very motivated.
-It is incredibly fun to educate students who are open for new technics
and not limited by other systems.
I had a really great time in Luleå,
despite the cold weather in this
northern part of Sweden.
Other commitments are fairs and

exhibitions. Intergeo, the Swedish
Geodesy days and of course Topocad Live, our own user conference!
Also, Nicklas travels around the
country, visiting costumers before a
new version of Topocad is launched,
to educate or showing new functions
and commands in the software. The
maintenance agreement provides the
customers with support and upgrades to the latest versions.
- Meetings with costumers are my
absolute favourite thing. Then I get
to know new users, show our latest
functions and understand the needs
they have. Mostly I continue to work
with the same people for several
years.

What are you working
on right now?
Right now, Nicklas and his coworkes are working on an introduction
model which will be used in larger
organizations. The costumer will
more easily get answers to their
questions about the introduction.
How do we begin the implementation? When do we educate our
staff? How does Adtollo deliver the
software? How many hours do we
need to plan for every event? The introduction model will answer all the
questions and describes clearly what
happens in chronological order.
- For us working at Adtollo all
these things have always been very
clear, we want it to be just as easy
for the customer who often needs a
clear overview to make the decision.

What do you think
is the next big thing
within the mapping and
construction industry?
-BIM. It is all about BIM. Until
now everything has been based
on simple coordinates, points,
polylines, symbols. Now we
introduce the real objects.
This is the future.

What is your favourite
thing to do when you
aren’t working?
- I'm very interested in sailing
and I just bought a boat of my own.
This summer I will sail the boat to
Sweden from Germany. It will be
exciting to see how that goes. I have
a house in Rotebro and like to spend
a lot of time at home. Every year
I try to visit my sister in Thailand.
She owns a restaurant on the island
Koh Lanta and me myself have a
partnership in a pub on the island
Koh Lipe.

Do you have any tip for
someone who wants to
work as a seller within
the mapping and construction industry?
- If you work with sales you must
like people, because if you don’t I believe it will be very hard to enjoy this
job. It is important to be quite social
and flexible in this industry, everyone
you meet has different personalities
and work in their own special way.
Some people use a reference network,
other survey in a more “common”
way. Everyone is on different missions
and use the software system in their
own unique way.
-My tip to students would be to have
an open mind toward all systems.
Don't become system dependent and
do research. Find out what's outside
your box.

”Find out
what's outside
your box"
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Tips & Tricks

01.

News

Edit the drawing as text
Select and copy the drawing and paste data into text form, for example, in Notes.
There you can search and replace coordinates, attributes etc. to adjust the data. When
you finish editing, highlight the text lines and paste into an empty drawing.

New coworker
Emma Giertz,

receptionist & financial assistant

02.

Make magic with Edit as text
Right-click at the top of the dialog Edit as text to get more features. Use Search &
Modify to edit data. Copy data via Edit as the text dialog and paste, for example, to
Excel to use functions to copy, sort, edit, change location on columns and similar. For
example, you can copy a note from a field survey, insert heights from an attribute field,
or generate point id. Then data is imported back to Topocad via the general import and
Excels’ CSV file format.
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Have you called our office lately? Then you
probably spoke with Emma on the phone. She
is our new receptionist who answers the switch
and sometimes the support. She also ensures
that our office is comfortable. She takes care of
the administrative part of our course bookings,
our info and order mail, creates new licenses
and make agreements. As a financial assistant,
Emma also handles invoices, both incoming
and outgoing.
Emma grew up in Grödinge, Stockholm. She
studied social sciences with behavioral focus at
Klara Södra Gymnasium, located in Södermalm just like Adtollo's office. She has been
working in various areas, including child and

youth trainer in figure skating and swimming,
at office services for a company called KPMG
and as a child nurse at a preschool in Huddinge.
Before joining Adtollo, she was a machine
operator for Astra Zeneca.
When Emma is not working she likes to meet
with her friends, work out and travel. Snowboarding is also a great interest.
- I like it when things happen around me. But
I also need to slow down with cozy evenings
when you eat well and maybe fall asleep to a
movie on the couch, Emma says, laughing.
Welcome to Adtollo, Emma!
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MEET US AT
INTERGEO 2018
AND
GEOBUSINESS
2019!
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